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Introduction
This report presents a set of functions, written in C++, that can be used to calculate atmospheric conditions (temperature, pressure, air density, and speed of sound), as well as gravitational-field strength. The functions are based on the atmospheric model presented in U. S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976. 1 A summary sheet is provided at the end of this report. It presents the yAtmosphere namespace, which contains the five functions that are described in detail in this report. Also presented is an example that can be used to recreate portions of the "Main Tables" presented in U. S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976. 
Summary of Constants
The following is a list of constants that are used by the code presented in this report. All are from U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976 . Page references refer to the source document. 
Summary of Equations
The following is a list of equations that are used by the code presented in this report. All are from U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976 . Equation numbers refer to the source document. 
To find molecular-scale temperature, substitute values for 
Temperature() Function
The Temperature() function uses the method described in section 5 to calculate molecular-scale temperature as a function of altitude. For altitudes up to 80,000 m, molecular-scale temperature is equal to absolute temperature. At 80,000 m, molecular-scale temperatures begin to differ from absolute temperatures. At 86,000 m (the limit of this model), U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976 states that the difference between molecular-scale temperature and absolute temperature is 0.0787 K. 
Temperature() Code
inline
Temperature() Return Value
The return value of the Temperature() function is the molecular-scale temperature, in Kelvin, at the given altitude (z). See the beginning of this section for a note on the minor difference between molecular-scale temperature and absolute temperature.
Pressure() Function
The Pressure() function uses the method described in section 5 to calculate atmospheric pressure as a function of altitude. 
Pressure() Code
Pressure() Return Value
The return value of the Pressure() function is the pressure, in Pascals, at the given altitude (z).
Density() Function
The Density() function uses equation 42 to calculate air density as a function of temperature and pressure. T T is a local temperature (in Kelvin). Values for T can be determined using the Temperature() function. Output for T = 0 K is undefined. P P is a local pressure (in Pascals). Values for P can be determined using the Pressure() function.
Density() Code
inline double Density(//<=====================================DENSITY (kg/m^3) double T,//<-------------TEMPERATURE (K) (CALCULATE T USING Temperature()) double P){//<-----------------PRESSURE (
Density() Return Value
The return value of the Density() function is the local density of air, in kilograms/cubic meter.
SpeedofSound() Function
The SpeedofSound() function uses equation 50 to calculate speed of sound as a function of temperature. T T is a local temperature (in Kelvin). Values for T can be determined using the Temperature() function.
SpeedofSound() Code
SpeedofSound() Return Value
The return value of the SpeedofSound() function is the local speed of sound, in meters per second. 
Gravity() Function
-
